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Abstract

Object detection in aerial images is challenging for at
least two reasons: (1) most objects are small scale relative
to high resolution aerial images; and (2) the object position
distribution is nonuniform, making the detection inefficient.
In this paper, a novel network, the coarse-grained density
map network (CDMNet), is proposed to address these prob-
lems. Specifically, we format density maps into coarse-
grained form and design a lightweight dual task density es-
timation network. The coarse-grained density map can not
only describe the distribution of objects, but also cluster
objects, quantify scale and reduce computing. In addition,
we propose a cluster region generation algorithm guided by
density maps to crop input images into multiple subregions,
denoted clusters, where the objects are adjusted in a reason-
able scale. Besides, we improved mosaic data augmentation
to relieve foreground-background and category imbalance
problems during detector training. Evaluated on two popu-
lar aerial datasets, VisDrone[29] and UAVDT[6], CDMNet
has achieved significant accuracy improvement compared
with previous state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction

Object detection is a fundamental problem in computer
vision, and is widely applied in many fields, such as disaster
search and traffic surveillance. Recently, object detection
models based on deep learning have achieved great success.
(e.g. Faster RCNN [21], YOLO [20], SSD [18]) on natu-
ral image datasets (e.g., MS COCO [17], Pascal VOC [7]).
However, they always generate inferior detection results in
aerial images.

Aerial images are usually captured by drones, airplanes
or satellites from a top view, therefore they are different
from images taken on the ground. There are several spe-
cial challenges for aerial image detection. (1) Most objects
are small scale relative to high resolution aerial images (e.g.
2000x1500 in VisDrone). Detectors are hard to distinguish
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Figure 1. The density map estimation model inputs a low reso-
lution image (640 × 480) and outputs a high down sampling rate
coarse-grained density map. The advantages of the coarse-grained
format include: (1) clustering the objects; (2) quantifying scale
and reducing geometric distortion for density prediction; (3) re-
ducing model complexity and saving computing.

small objects from the surrounding background when infer-
ence is performed in the case of limited resolution. (2) The
distribution of object positions is nonuniform in aerial im-
ages. For example, objects always appear on the streets but
rarely in other regions, such as the sky. It is inefficient and
meaningless to detect regions without objects.

Some methods are proposed based on image cropping
strategies [13, 19, 26, 27] to solve the above problems.
These methods first crop images through specific schemes,
dropping out many background pixels, then leverage object
detection on each cropped block, and finally merge the de-
tection results. The reason why the cropping strategy is
effective is that the area proportion of objects in the im-
age is increased by the cropping method, thereby upsam-
pling small objects. The methods based on image cropping
have become mainstream solutions for aerial image detec-
tion. However, there still exist some problems waiting to
be solved, including low efficiency method generating too
many crops, unreasonable object scale in the cropped block,
and foreground-background and category imbalance.

Inspired by the phenomenon of objects gathering in lo-
cal regions in aerial images, we proposed a coarse-grained
density map guidance network (CDMNet). Specifically, a
concept of coarse-grained density map is proposed to clus-
ter objects and describe the object distribution of aerial im-
ages as shown in Fig. 1. We designed a lightweight dual
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Figure 2. An Overview of the CDMNet framework. CDMNet mainly consists of three components: (1) coarse-grained density estimation
subnet; (2) cluster region generation module; (3) object detection network. The coarse-grained density estimation subnet predicts the
density map and segmentation mask of the image. � represents the and operation. The cluster region generation module generates initial
clusters by density connected regions and adjusts clusters based on the object’s relative scale information. Finally, all cluster regions are
fed into the detector, and the outputs are merged by non-maximum suppression (NMS) into the final detection result.

task network to efficiently generate coarse-grained density
maps. Furthermore, we propose an object cluster region
generation algorithm guided by density maps. We leverage
density connected regions and extract object scale informa-
tion from density maps to adjust the proportion of the object
area in cluster regions. In the detector training stage, we im-
proved the mosaic data augmentation method of YOLOv4
[1] to alleviate the problems of foreground-background and
category imbalance.

For each image, the process of our method can be di-
vided into three stages. First, the coarse-grained density
map of the image is predicted by the density estimation
model. Second, we generate initial cluster regions through
density connected regions, then estimate the proportion of
the object area in cluster regions and adjust cluster regions
by splitting or enlarging operations. Finally, all cluster re-
gions are detected and merged through non-maximum sup-
pression (NMS).

Compared with DMNet [13] exploiting density maps to
describe object distribution, our work focuses on extracting
object scale information from density maps. The method of
density map generation is different in some ways, includ-
ing an extra segmentation branch helping to locate objects,
an object-wise scheme to adjust the gaussian kernel in den-
sity map ground truth generation and coarse-grained density
maps to cluster objects, quantify scale and save computing.

In summary, the paper has the following contributions:
(1) A coarse-grained density map concept and a

lightweight dual head density estimation network are pro-
posed. The coarse-grained density map can cluster objects,
quantify scale and save computing cost. An extra segmen-
tation branch in the network helps to locate the object on
density maps more accurately.

(2) A cluster region generation algorithm guided by
coarse-grained density maps is proposed. We explored the

physical meaning of the elements in density maps to esti-
mate coarse scale information, and proposed a cluster re-
gion adjustment algorithm to normalize objects into a rea-
sonable scale range.

(3) The mosaic data augmentation method of YOLOv4
[1] is improved to focus on rare appeared and hare de-
tected objects, which alleviates the problems of foreground-
background and category imbalance.

(4) Evaluated on two aerial datasets: VisDrone [29]
and UAVDT [6], CDMNet achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance only by leveraging about 10 % pixels of the original
dataset for testing.

2. Related work

2.1. Object detection in natural scenes

The mainstream detectors based on deep learning can be
divided into region-based detectors and region-free detec-
tors. R-CNN [9] is the earliest detection model based on
candidate regions, which leverages the selective search al-
gorithm to extract candidate regions where objects may ex-
ist. Faster R-CNN [21] proposed a region proposal network
(RPN) to replace the selective search algorithm, and as-
sumes one object in each proposal. Region-based detectors
have achieved great success in detection accuracy, but the
efficiency is not satisfactory. Region-free detectors aban-
don candidate region generation and directly perform fea-
ture extraction on the image to predict category probability
and bounding box coordinates, thereby greatly improving
the detection efficiency. The representative models include
YOLO [20], SSD [18], RetinaNet [17] and FCOS [24].

2.2. Object detection in aerial images

Aerial image detection algorithms usually employ crop-
ping strategies. Detectors first crop high resolution images
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into several subregions, denoted as cluster regions, and de-
tect them. The final results are fused by the detection of
cluster regions and original images. In [19], the authors split
images uniformly and show the power of cropping strate-
gies in small object detection. [8] proposed a coarse-to-
fine method. Rough detection is performed through R-Net,
and then the reinforcement learning network Q-net gener-
ates some fixed potential regions for fine detection. ClusDet
[26] and DMNet [13] are both three-stage detectors. In the
first two stages, ClusDet first uses CPNet to generate the
object cluster regions, then ScaleNet predicts scale infor-
mation to adjust the cluster region. DMNet first predicts the
density map and then introduces sliding windows to deter-
mine whether the region contains objects according to the
density value in windows. DREN [27] strengthens the de-
tection of difficult regions. [25] exploits a clustering algo-
rithm to generate initial difficult regions based on detection
results on the whole images.

2.3. Data augmentation

Data augmentation is one of the easiest approaches to
improving model performance, including random image
flipping, rotating, and cropping. Perceptual GAN [14]
leveraged a confrontation generation network to generate
super-resolution images of small objects, thereby improv-
ing the detection ability of small objects. RRNet [2] uses
semantic segmentation to predict the road region, and pastes
the object on the road region to increase the diversity of
the object. YOLOv4 [1] proposed the mosaic augmentation
method. Mosaic refers to the combination of four subre-
gions from different images after flipping, scaling, and color
gamut changing, which increases the background complex-
ity of the generated images.

Different from random combining subregions of the
original mosaic method, we discard some subregions where
objects are in extreme scales and prefer to stitch the sub-
regions which contain rare appeared and difficult detected
objects into new images.

3. Method
3.1. Density map estimation

3.1.1 Coarse-grained density estimation network

Density estimation is widely studied in crowd counting
tasks. For crowd counting algorithms based on deep learn-
ing (e.g., MCNN [28], CSRNet [15]), the interested objects
of images are presented in the form of density maps. Un-
like the density estimation of crowd counting attention on
fine-grained information, object detection based on clusters
focuses on coarse information of object distribution and ob-
ject numbers in local regions. The density estimation mod-
ule can suffer from more lower resolution aerial images as
input and more higher down sampling rate (16×) density

maps as output. We denote this type of density map as
the coarse-grained density map. Formulating the density
map into the coarse-grained format not only clusters the ob-
jects, but also reduces the geometric distortion of the ob-
jects, which effectively improves the accuracy of density
estimation. In addition, removing the upsampling layer in
the density map estimation model can reduce the time cost.

Our proposed density estimation network structure is
shown in Fig.2. The backbone uses MobileNetv2 [22],
which leverages deep separable convolution to reduce
model time costs. In order to distinguish the background
and the foreground more accurately, two heads follow the
backbone: one predicting the density map, and the other
predicting the segmentation map. Every element in the den-
sity maps is able to map a definite 16×16 region of the input
image. The value of density map elements has a physical
meaning that the number of objects distributed in the cor-
responding region of the element. The segmentation maps
are responsible for generating background and foreground
masks. In the inference stage, we only retain the value of
density maps in the foreground mask to guide cluster region
generation. Unlike the sliding windows and threshold filter
method in DMNet[13], an extra segmentation branch can
help to binarize density maps, cutting noise and error den-
sity value prediction, which is parameter free and robust.

The loss function of coarse-grained density estimation
network includes the density map loss and the segmentation
loss as L = Ldes + Lseg . The loss of density map is based
on pixel-wise mean absolute error, which is given as below:

Ldes =
1

2N

N∑
i=1

||D(Xi)−Dgt(Xi)||2 (1)

where N is the number of images in training batches. Xi is
the input image and Dgt is the ground truth density map. D
stands for the generated density map by the density subnet.

Segmentation loss Lseg adopts binary cross entropy loss.
In the training stage, we reweigh the loss of positive and
negative samples to obtain better masks.

Lseg = −
1

N

N∑
i=1

λ1pi log(p̂i) + λ2(1− pi) log(1− p̂i))

(2)
where N is the pixel number of the mask. λ1 and λ2 are the
weights of positive samples and negative samples. pi is the
value of pixel i in the ground truth mask. p̂i is the predicted
logic of the pixel i. We will discuss the set of λ1 and λ2 in
section 4.4.

3.1.2 Ground truth map generation

The coarse-grained density estimation model is supervised
training. In order to generate ground truth density maps,
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we follow the similar method of generating density maps
in MCNN [28]. First, we map objects to their correspond-
ing positions on density maps. Assuming the coordinate of
the object center point is (xc, yc) in input images, the cor-
responding position of density maps is calculated as Eq. 3.

xi, yi =
xc
s
,
yc
s

(3)

where s is the down sampling factor of density maps rel-
ative to input images. We use a gaussian kernel which is
normalized to 1 to describe the object distribution on den-
sity maps. The ground truth density maps can be generated
by accumulating the gaussian weight of all objects as the
Eq. 4.

D(x, y) =

N∑
i=1

Gσi(x− xi, y − yi),

σi = (βhi, βwi)

(4)

where N is the object number of images. G is the Gaus-
sian kernel. hi and wi are the height and width of the
object i on density maps. We configured β to be 0.15 in
our experiment. We adopt an object-wise scheme to adjust
the variance of gaussian kernel rather than the class-wise
scheme used in DMNet[13]. We consider that the object-
wise scheme reflects true instance scale information in den-
sity maps, which will create a positive compact in the next
stage of scale estimation.

The ground truth segmentation map can be generated by
simply binarization of density maps as the Eq. 5.

S(x, y) =

{
1 D(x, y) > 0

0 D(x, y) = 0
(5)

3.2. Cluster region generation

The generation method of cluster regions is critical for
object detection in the next stage. We need to consider these
issues. (1) All interested objects ought to be contained in
cluster regions. (2) The number of cluster regions should
be as fewer as possible to promote detection efficiency. (3)
Objects should be in reasonable scale relative to cluster re-
gions to improve detection accuracy. In the paper, we lever-
age object position and scale information from the density
map to guide cluster region generation.

Specifically, density maps will be updated by bitwise and
operation with foreground mask to remove some error pre-
diction, then the minimum bounding boxes of density con-
nected regions are leveraged to generate some initial cluster
regions as shown in Fig. 3(a). In order to avoid generating
too many cluster regions, we use the closing operation in
morphology to eliminate some narrow discontinuities. As
shown in Fig. 3(b), this operation effectively reduces the
number of cluster regions. Furthermore, we extract the ob-
ject scale information from density maps to finely adjust

Figure 3. (a) the cluster regions obtained through the density con-
nected regions; (b) the cluster regions obtained by morphologi-
cal closing operation and connected regions (c) the cluster regions
based on b with scale adjustment; (d) cluster regions on the origi-
nal images. After the above steps, the number of cluster regions is
reduced, and objects are normalized in a reasonable scale.

cluster regions, reducing the extreme object scale in the
cluster regions as shown in Fig. 3(c).

We take advantage of two features, the summation of
density values and the number of elements whose density
value is not equal to zero, to roughly estimate object scales
in cluster regions as Eq. 6. The summation of density values
represents the number of objects. The density map element
whose density value is not equal to zero means that its cor-
responding region in the input image is covered by objects.

Objavg =

∑
i,j I(Di,j)× s∑

i,j Di,j

I(X) =

{
1 X > 0

0 X = 0

(6)

where Di,j is the density value of elements whose coordi-
nates are i, j on the density map. I is indicator function. s
is the down sampling factor of the density map relative to
input images.

Furthermore, we chose LightGBM [11] with two extra
features, the area of cluster regions and the area of original
images, to predict the proportion factor between object area
and cluster area. The factor represents relative scale of ob-
jects in clusters. The desired ratio of object area relative to
cluster after adjustment is denoted as α. The zoom factor of
the cluster region w can be calculated as the Eq. 7.

P =
Sobj
Schip

w =
P

α

(7)

where Sobj is the average area of objects, Schip is the area
of clusters. P is the area ratio factor which is predicted by
the model in the inference stage. Then the cluster region is
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Algorithm 1 Enlarge and Split the Cluster Region
Input :

B : the vertical bounding box of the cluster area
W : the predicted value of the regression model
β γ : the threshold of zoom factor
H∗ W∗ C∗: the hight/width/center of *

Output :
B

′
: the adjusted box

1: if W < β then
2: B

′
= splitFourPart(B)

3: else if W < γ then
4: B

′
= splitTwoPart(B)

5: else if W > 1 then
6: A =W ×Area(B)
7: CB′ = CB
8: if HB >

√
A then

9: HB′ = HB ,WB′ = A/HB

10: else if WB >
√
A then

11: WB′ =WB , HB′ = A/WB

12: else
13: HB′ =

√
A,WB′ =

√
A

14: end if
15: end if
16: return B

′
;

adjusted according to the zoom factor to reduce the extreme
object scale in the cluster region.

The detailed implementation is illustrated in Algorithm
1. For each cluster region, we compare the zoom factor
with the threshold. If W is smaller than 1, we divide the
cluster region into four parts or two parts (along the long
side) equally. If W is greater than 1, we enlarge cluster
regions, making it close to a square. β and γ are configured
as 0.3 and 0.6 in our experiment. When W is 0.5, clusters
area requires to become half. We set γ litter than 0.5 due to
existing overlap when splitting clusters into two parts. The
reason is the same as setting β.

3.3. Object detection

In the cluster region generation stage, most of the back-
ground pixels are discarded and the background elements
in training samples are insufficient, resulting in many false-
positive results. SNIPER [23] solves this problem by adding
regions with high false detection rates to the training set,
and improves the model’s ability to discriminate complex
backgrounds. Although it can solve the problem, the opera-
tion is complicated and time-consuming.

We refer to the mosaic data augmentation method in
YOLOv4 [1] to disrupt the semantic features of the im-
age through image splicing, and enhance the model’s de-
tection ability for objects under complex backgrounds. As
shown in Fig. 4, four sliding windows of different scales

Figure 4. The improved mosaic method includes: (1) generating
subregions through sliding windows of different scales; (2) dis-
carding some subregions where objects are in extreme scale; and
(3) stitching subregions containing more objects and covering the
rare appeared and difficult detected categories into mosaic images.

are employed to generate some candidate subregions. In
the combination stage, different from the random choos-
ing subregions of the original mosaic method, we discard
some subregions where objects are in extreme scales and
prefer to stitch the subregions which contain more objects
and cover rare appeared and difficult detected objects into
images. The improved mosaic augmentation method not
only enhances the complexity of the background, but also
strengthens some objects from the rare and difficult cate-
gories, alleviating the problems of foreground-background
and category imbalance. We simply regard categories which
detection performance is below average performance as dif-
ficult categories.

4. Experiments

4.1. Implementation details

We implement the coarse-grained density estimation
model on Pytorch. The backbone is MobileNetv2 [22] pre-
trained on ImageNet [5]. The density and segmentation
head is implemented with a 3 × 3 convolutional layer, fol-
lowed by a SElayer[10] and a 1 × 1 convolutional layer to
predict maps. The output channel of the segmentation head
is 2, which represents the probability of the background and
foreground. The output channal is 1 in density head. The
model is trained for 50 epoches using Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) with a weight decay of 0.0005 and momen-
tum of 0.9. We set the base learning rate to 0.01 and decay
by a factor of 10 at epoch 35 and 45. The input resolution
of the density estimation model is 640×480. We all trained
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Table 1. The ablation study on VisDrone [29] dataset. ”Original” means the original verification set. ”Cluster” represents the cropped
cluster region, and different models adopt different cropping strategies. The #img is the number of images detected by the detector. Small,
medium and large are represented by ’s’, ’m’, and ’l’ respectively. ? represents mosaic expanded training sets.

Methods backbone test data #img AP AP50 AP75 APs APm APl

FRCNN[21]+FPN[16] ResNet50 Original 548 21.4 40.7 19.9 11.7 33.9 54.7
FRCNN[21]+FPN[16] ResNet101 Original 548 21.4 40.7 20.3 11.6 33.9 54.9
FRCNN[21]+FPN[16] ResNeXt101 Original 548 21.8 41.8 20.1 11.9 34.8 55.5

ClusDet[26] ResNet50 Original+cluster 2,716 26.7 50.6 24.7 17.6 38.9 51.4
ClusDet[26] ResNet101 Original+cluster 2,716 26.7 50.4 25.2 17.2 39.3 54.9
ClusDet[26] ResNeXt101 Original+cluster 2,716 28.4 53.2 26.4 19.1 40.8 54.4
DMNet[13] ResNet50 Original+cluster 2736 28.2 47.6 28.9 19.9 39.6 55.8
DMNet[13] ResNet101 Original+cluster 2736 28.5 48.1 29.4 20.0 39.7 57.1
DMNet[13] ResNeXt101 Original+cluster 2736 29.4 49.3 30.6 21.6 41.0 56.9
CDMNet ResNet50 cluster 2170 29.2 49.5 29.8 20.8 40.7 41.6
CDMNet ResNet101 cluster 2170 29.7 50.0 30.9 21.2 41.8 42.9
CDMNet ResNeXt101 cluster 2170 30.7 51.3 32.0 22.2 42.4 44.7
CDMNet? ResNeXt101 cluster 2170 31.9 52.9 33.2 23.8 43.4 45.1

Table 2. Quantitative result for UAVDT [6] dataset. ? represents mosaic expanded training sets.

Methods backbone #img AP AP50 AP75 APs APm APl

R-FCN[4] ResNet50 15096 7.0 17.5 3.9 4.4 14.7 12.1
SSD[18] N/A 15096 9.3 21.4 6.7 7.1 17.1 12.0
RON[12] N/A 15096 5.0 15.9 1.7 2.9 12.7 11.2

FRCNN[21] VGG 15096 5.8 17.4 2.5 3.8 12.3 9.4
FRCNN[21]+FPN[16] ResNet50 15096 11.0 23.4 8.4 8.1 20.2 26.5

ClusDet[26] ResNet50 25427 13.7 26.5 12.5 9.1 25.1 31.2
DMNet[13] ResNet50 32764 14.7 24.6 16.3 9.3 26.2 35.2

CDMNet ResNet50 37522 16.8 29.1 18.5 11.9 29.0 15.7
CDMNet? ResNet50 37522 20.7 35.5 22.4 13.9 33.5 19.8

on two RTX 2080Ti GPUs. For cluster regions generation,
we configure the desired factor α as 0.032 and 0.006 on Vis-
Drone [29] and UAVDT [6] respectively. For object detec-
tor, Faster-RCNN[9] implemented based on MMDetection
[3] is used as the base detector. The input resolution is set to
1000×600 pixels on two datasets. The detector uses SGD to
train 12 and 6 epoches on VisDrone [29] and UAVDT [6] re-
spectively. The initial learning rate is 0.01, decaying weight
at 8 and 11 epoches on VisDrone[29], 4 and 5 epoches on
UAVDT[6]. The maximum detection number is set to 500.

4.2. Datasets and evaluation metrics

We evaluate our approach on two public aerial image
datasets: VisDrone [29] and UAVDT [6]. Next, we briefly
introduce the datasets and the evaluation metric below:

VisDrone. The dataset contains 10,209 images (6,471
for training, 548 for validation and 3,190 for testing) cap-
tured by drone platforms in different places at different
heights. The image resolution is between 640 × 950 and
1080 × 1920. There are over 380k annotated object in-
stances from 10 categories in the dataset. The proportion

of small objects is 89%. As VisDrone has all the character-
istics of aerial images, it is one of the best benchmarks for
verifying our method of detection performance. The same
as existing works [26, 27, 13], we evaluate the performance
of our method on the validation set.

UAVDT. The dataset comes from 50 videos taken by
drones (23258 for training, 15069 for testing). The resolu-
tion of the image is 540×1080 pixels and includes 3 cate-
gories: cars, trucks and buses. The object scale distribution
is similar to VisDrone.

In the density estimation task, we use mIOU and MAE to
measure the performance of the segmentation task and the
density estimation task, respectively. At the same time, we
use a rough object recall rate to evaluate the impact of the
density estimation task on the subsequent detection stage.
The recall is calculated by the ratio of the number of ob-
jects covered by the density connection region to the to-
tal number of objects. In object detection tasks, based on
COCO style [17] Average Precision (AP) metrics, we use
AP,AP50, AP75, APsmall, APmedium and APlarge as the
metrics to measure precision.
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Figure 5. Visualization of density maps: (a) the input images. (b)
the ground truth of density maps. (c) the predicted density maps.

4.3. Quantitative result

VisDrone. The performance comparison is shown
in Table 1. It can be observed that CDMNet consis-
tently exceeds previous methods on three different back-
bone networks. Specifically, CDMNet achieves the state-
of-the-art performance of 30.7 AP with the ResNetXt101
backbone network. It is noted that CDMNet has signif-
icant advantages on APs and APm under different back-
bones. CDMNet improves about 1 point performance of the
small and middle scale objects respectively compared with
DMNet[13]. However, compared with the other methods,
CDMNet has relatively low performance in the detection of
large scale objects. The reason is that CDMNet does not
add detection results of the original whole image.

UAVDT. Table 2 shows the experimental results
on the UAVDT dataset. Compared with the previous
method, CDMNet has significant performance improve-
ment. Specifically, compared to DMNet [13], CDMNet im-
proves APs and APm by 2.6 points and 2.8 points respec-
tively. This validates the effectiveness of scale adjustment
on cluster regions. In addition, mosaic augmentation has
a great increment on detection performance. We conjec-
ture that the mosaic helps to solve the background similarity
problem in UAVDT.

4.4. Ablation study

Table 3. Binarization method comparison.

method mIOU Recall #img AP
threshold filter 61.94 99.40 2651 28.7

segmentation branch 80.13 98.97 2170 29.2

Effect of Segmentation Branch. We compare dif-
ferent binarization methods in Table 3 on the VisDrone

Table 4. Different segmentation loss weight comparison.

weight mIOU MAE Recall AP
1:1 82.4 13.8 97.95 28.5
7:1 80.13 14.9 98.97 29.2

Table 5. Different ground truth scheme comparison.

method Recall #img AP
class-wise 99.10 2457 28.9

object-wise 98.97 2170 29.2

validation dataset. The first row exploits the slid window
method and filters regions where the density value is be-
low a certain threshold. The second row exploits and op-
eration for the density map and segmentation map. It is
noted that the recall of two methods is high, which means
almost all interested objects are described by coarse den-
sity maps. However, the AP and mIOU have a large margin
(28.7 vs 29.2, 61.94 vs 80.13), which means the segmen-
tation branch can help to locate objects, cutting out some
noise and error density prediction, generating more accu-
rate density maps. In addition, the accurate density map
reduces the number of cluster regions, which improves de-
tection efficiency.

Effect of Segmentation Loss Weight. There are
some imbalance problems in the segmentation subtask. As
shown in Table 4, recall rate can be improved by strengthen-
ing the loss weight of positive samples. The loss weight of
7:1 is calculated by the logarithmic function of the ratio be-
tween object pixel number and background pixel number. It
can be observed by increasing the loss of positive samples,
recall and detection performance can be improved.

Effect of Object-wise Scheme. There are two dif-
ferent schemes for setting the gaussian variance in density
map ground truth generation. As shown in Table 5, the AP
of object-wise is slightly higher than that of class-wise. The
reason is compared with the class-wise scheme, the object-
wise scheme really reflects the scale of instances in density
maps. It is helpful for scale adjustment to normalize object
scale and create fewer clusters (2457 vs 2170).

Effect of Density Map Estimation. We visualize
the ground truth density map and estimated density map as
shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed that the contour of
the object distribution in the predicted density map is basi-
cally the same as that in the real density map. For the den-
sity value, the obvious problem is that the predicted value is
more dense than the real value in some regions. The main
reason is that the ground truth label ignores some objects
with small scale or fuzzy pixels, but images still contain
these objects, resulting in abnormal density values predicted
by the network.

Effect of Cluster Region Generation. In the in-
ference stage, we try different ways to generate cluster re-
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Table 6. The effect of cluster region generation on the detection performance of the VisDrone validation dataset. ”Original” represents the
original image. ”Tiling” representsthe image is cropped into 6 pieces of equal size. ”CR” represents generating clipping blocks directly
according to the object connected region of the density map. ”CO” represents using closed operations to process the density map. ”SA”
represents the scale adjustment in cropped blocks.

Original Tiling CR CO SA #img AP APs APm APl

X 548 19.4 9.4 33.7 54.0
X 3288 28.2 22.1 37.1 37.4

X 1895 21.8 13.2 34.0 34.4
X X 1295 21.6 12.3 34.6 39.8
X X 2535 29.3 21.0 40.4 39.9
X X X 2170 29.2 20.8 40.6 41.6

X X X X 2718 29.3 20.5 40.9 51.8

Figure 6. The variation of object scale distribution after employing
scale adjustment operation. All scales are measured at 640 x 480
resolution.

gions, and the experimental results are shown in Table 6.
The performance is poor when directly detecting original
images. This is because most objects are small compared to
the original images, and the detection performance of small
objects is very poor (APs=9.4). We use a uniform crop-
ping strategy to obtain a higher accuracy (AP=28.2), but
the number of detection images increases, and the perfor-
mance of large scale objects decreases significantly due to
the truncation of large objects.

Compared to direct cropping density connected regions,
adding closed operation can effectively reduce the number
of cluster regions (1895 vs 1295) with only sacrifice 0.2
AP. Remarkably, the scale adjustment effectively improves
the detection accuracy from 21.8 to 29.3. The reason is
the method balances the proportion of object area relative
to cluster region, normalizing object scale in a reasonable
range. We count the scale distribution of the object before
and after the scale adjustment operation as shown in Fig. 6.
Most small scale objects are normalized to other scales.

However, the detection accuracy of large objects is low.

Table 7. Vanilla and improved mosaic methods comparison.

method AP APs APm APl

vanilla mosaic 30.0 22.1 41.2 43.8
improved mosaic 30.6 22.8 41.7 36.8

The reason is that large objects are hard to appear in the
cluster region as a whole. It can be noticed that after we add
the original image for detection, the detection performance
of large objects increases remarkably, but the AP only in-
creases by 0.1. The reason is that the VisDrone[29] dataset
contains a small number of large objects.

Effect of Mosaic. We compare the improved mosaic
method and vanilla mosaic augmentation in Tbale 7. The
improved method has overall increase in small and middle
scale objects. During the training of VisDrone [29] and
UAVDT [6], we added 10000 mosaic images. It can be
seen from table 1 and table 2, the detection accuracy has
been greatly improved by using the improved mosaic aug-
mentation method. It is worth noting mosaic augmentation
increases large margin performance on UAVDT. The rea-
son is that the UAVDT training set comes from 30 videos,
and images have similar scene information because they
come from a series of adjacent video frames with small
differences. The mosaic method, combining subregions
and creating complicated images, is suitable to relieve the
foreground-background imbalance problem.

5. Conclusion

We propose a coarse-grain density map network (CDM-
Net) to solve small object and nonuniform distribution prob-
lems in aerial image detection. The coarse-grained den-
sity map is predicted by the lightweight estimation network.
Then cluster regions are generated based on density maps.
Finally, the detector, which trained by the improved mo-
saic augmentation method, detects all cluster regions and
merges them. Experiments show that our method achieves
significant accuracy improvements on two aerial datasets.
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